ABSTRACT. A sequentially incomplete regular inductive limit of a sequence of Banach spaces is constructed.
with an example of a regular inductive limit which is quasi-incomplete. It is conjectured in [2] that the regular inductive lhnit might even be sequentially incomplete. Here we prove the conjecture. On the other hand, regular inductive limits of Banach spaces always have some completeness property, e.g. they are fast complete, see [3] . PROOF. Let B C E be not bounded in any E,. Without a loss of generality we may assume that for any n 5 N there exists x(n) B such that x{n) I1,> n. This implies the existence of sequences {i(n)}, {j(n)} C N such that: either j(n) >_ n and x(n)q},i{,} I> n or j(n) < n and (),l. !> i() .,.
For each k N, choose r > 0 so that r; max{i(n); n _ k} and denote by V the convex hull of U{E(r);k N). Take k,n N,x {x,.} E(r), and distinguish three cases:
(a) jCn) > k, which implies zq,la.{,} i_<ii z II,< ,, < < ; z(n),.l,. l, THEOREM. Regular inductive limit of Banach spaces may be sequentially incomplete.
